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AASU Day Provides Fun For All
By BJ English

All kitted up for the velcro wall
at AASU Day.
1F

or more AASU Day
Photos, turn to page 8
Social Security/
Financial Aid...

3

Campus Concerns... 4
Student Affairs... 5
To Your Health... 6
International Student
Compares...
7
Photo Spread... 8&9
Announcements... 10
Freshman 15?

11

Forwarded Funnies/
Campus Crime... 12
15
Note: Due to several missed
deadlines by photographers
and writers, A ASU sports
information and more photos
of AASU Day will appear in
the next issue of the Inkwell.
Thank You for your patience.

Whoever said students at
AASU are apathetic, has obvi
ously never been to AASU Day,
an annual event which got its
start three years ago when Arm
strong switched over from a
State College to a State Univer
sity. The event was so popular,
that school officials decided to
make it an annual event.
AASU Day is always
packed with fun, but this year,
the cool chill in theair, the warm
sun in the sky and the Fall Fes
tival atmosphere, made it espe
cially enjoyable.
Many students skipped

classes to attend theevent. Afew
dedicated souls carried their
books with them and sat on the
available lawn space to study,
but the majority just had fun.
There were many games to
play, shows to watch,food to eat
for free and for sale. There were
goods to buy or bid for at auc
tion. According to Jason
Hemdon, an assistant worker in
Student Activities, "AASU
turned into Keller's Flea Market
for the day. It turned from last
year's chilli cook off to an an
nual flea market event."
Hemdon says he thinks this
change is a good thing because
it provides diversified programs
for all the different groups on
campus. He even bought a hat
from one of the booths selling
goods.
Amanda Crider of Student
Activities said she thought the
event was really fun. This was
her first AASU Day. She espe
cially liked the Wax handsbooth
(the wax was later removed
leaving a perfect wax sculpture
of your hand that could be
painted in any color or combi
nation of colors you desired),
and apparently was not alone, as
lines to get your hand dipped in
wax were longer than the lines
to collect free AASU T-shirts.

The Plant Operations Crew won first prize for Best All Around Booth on AASU Day, 1998.
For the energetic and brave
of heart, there were mountains
to climb, warriors to combat,
sticky situations to overcome
(one woman said the velcro wall
gave her a wedgie, and another
was so light weight, she got

stuck to the walland had to have
someone help her tobreak free!)
Plant Operations had their
annual plant sale. If you heldout
until after five, you could get
some really good deals on exotic
tropicals going for half price.
Some students
paced nervously
around the GANS
auction table, hop
ing no one wouldup
their bids and take
away their desired
prize, while others
took long walks
around the campus,
gathering all the
free goods they
could carry.
There were free
tooth brushes and
samples of tooth
paste, free cups and
cozies, frisbees,
popcorn, hot dogs,
coke products, pen
cils, pens, posters,
badges, and stick on
pins. You could

Dances with Pirates? Student s joke with
AASU Pirate Mascot.

even get Lei'd for 500.
There was plenty of educa
tional information on hand for
those who wished to takea more
serious approach to the festival.
There was even a report of
a serious psychological problem
brought to the attention of Psy
chology Twitmeyer member
Brian Bird, who jokingly dressed
as Charlie Brown's Lucy, and sat
under a sign that read, "Psychiat
ric Help 5-0 Any Donation". The
person was referred to a profes
sional counsellor.
For more AASU photos, see
page eight of this edition. We'll
publish more in the November 6th
edition coming out soon!

And the winner is...
In the booth decorating
contest, the Zanious Booth
Award went to C.U.B.
Speech, Learning and Pa
thology took the prize in
the best Academic Info
area. The most creative
booth went to Dental Hy
giene, and BestAll Around
Booth went to Plant Ops.
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"Hey, you really can squeeze blood out of a turnip!" Just kidding Mr. Stegall; we know who
signs our pay checks! Tangi Allen and V.P. of Business and Finance give blood to help save
lives at latest AASU Red Cross Blood Drive in Faculty Dining Lounge.

Do Hate Crime Laws Violate Freedom of Personal Beliefs?

New Discount Broker Service
Opens Door For Investors
(NAPS)—NAIC, the nation's
leading investment education
organization, now offers a new dis
count brokerage service for all
investors. The Stock Service lets
you take advantage of the com
bined purchasing power of many
of NAIC's 730,000 members.

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES, murder, there are existing laws The Ku Klux Klan may have
Calif. — The recent National that deal with murder, assault, evil beliefs and engage in hate
Coming Out Week events at battery and manslaughter - any ful and racist activities, but there
USC and the brutal, insidious or all of which the two suspects is no legal justification for the
murder of a gay student in Wyo may be charged with. In most justice system to discriminate
ming have once again brought states, the consequence for mur against them for having unpopu
to light the strong existence of dering someone, whether it was lar and malicious ideologies. In
hate and prejudice on college a "hate crime" or not, is death other words, a KKK lynching
campuses and city streets (in California, the upside to that should be penalized no more
throughout the nation. The as is spending decades on death heavily than a Mafia-sponsored
The service helps you mini
sault on Matthew Shepard, a 21- row in the appeals process until murder.
mize your costs and maximize
year-old student at the Univer enough liberals come along to
Whenever a vicious murder your investment dollars, while
sity of Wyoming, clearly shows abolish the death penalty).
or assault like this occurs, the creating a diversified stock port
that no one is safe from being
The death penalty, if not life codicil seems to be to make new folio, according to NAIC.
Stocks are available from many
verbally or physically attacked in prison, will certainly be the laws, for the old ones must have well-known, popular companies
for one's ethnicity, religion, race punishment in this case. If that been insufficient if they allowed including AFLAC, Intel, CocaCola, McDonald's, Microsoft and
or sexual orientation.
cannot deter criminals from kill this to happen. The sad reality, Wal-Mart. Additional cash pur
As a result of Shepard's ing someone out of distaste for though, is that there are people chases and automatic dividend
murder, a number of groups are his or her sexual orientation, on this planet who don't care reinvestment is also available for
any of the Service's -240 stocks.
pushing Congress to pass special race, religion or whatever other about what the law says, and
The service is designed for all
hate-crime legislation to protect prejudiced reason, then how they will break it regardless of types of investors, and especially
for people who want to invest
homosexuals. This is a bad idea, could one expect hate-crime leg the consequences.
small amounts of money regularly.
and Congress should make ev islation to be any more effec Hate-crime legislation is no dif Once you sign up for one of the
ery effort to resist it.
tive? Clearly, anybody commit ferent; it won't stop people from three plans, as little as $10 can be
invested in any one stock.
The problem with hate- ting a crime against someone being bigots and homophobes.
In the Platinum Plan, for $200
crime legislation lies not in its else isn't doing it out of love and What it will do is show that the a year, you can purchase as many
of the Service stocks each month
intent, but rather in its effect. care for the victim's well-being, state has an implicit disregard as you like, and pay only a small
When people are prosecuted leaving hate, greed or ignorance for constitutional rights and is cents-per-share fee. For example,
if you put $10 per month into
under hate-crime legislation, as likely motives.
ignorant of the negative after each of 10 different stocks, your
they are being judged for their
Hate-crime laws punish a math that always results from total purchase cost is approxi
personal beliefs, which is a clear criminal for having a certain not upholding the Constitution mately $1.67 for each stock in
this plan.
violation
of
the
First brand of hate and prejudice. The according to its utmost ability.
All non-invested money earns
Amendment's protection of state declares that hating a Jew
interest in a money market
account. A monthly consolidated
freedom of speech, as well as is worse than hating a fellow
statement will show all of your
thought. It is inappropriate to white person and thus punishes
investment activity and will
include year-end tax information.
punish lawbreakers for their mo the perpetrator of a crime that is
For a free packet about the
tives and intents, rather than motivated by bigotry more than
investment service, call toll-free
purely for the fact that they one that is not. It is ridiculous to
1-888-780-8400. All information
is also available on the Web si te:
broke the law and committed a say that hate based on racism is
www. naicstockservice .com.
crime.
worse than hate based on a uni
(Provided by NAIC and MMS
The bar-headed goose flies at Securities, Inc. member NASD, SIPC).
In the case of Shepard's versal disregard for human life. heights of up to 25,000 feet.
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The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Qu arters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be sub
scribed to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwe ll welcomes lett ers and
comments for improv ement provid ed
that they are clearly written or typed. All
letters submitted for publication must be
signed and a phone number should b6
provided for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request
The Inkwell welcomes publican
nouncements, press releases, etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretionof the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not
necessarily express the opinions of
anyone other than the person who
has written them and are not to be
taken as a reflection upon the views
of the faculty, administrators, the
University System of Georgia orthe
Board of Regents.

Inkwell Deadlines
November 7 for Nov 19
The Inkwell office will not
produce a paper during the w
eek
of final exams so that student
workers may have time to study
and complete research projects.
We will be working on produc
ing an on-line version of the Ink
well during the holiday break,
but will continue to publish the
newspaper as usual.

December 19 for Jan 8
January 9 for Jan 22
January 23 for Feb 5
February 6 for Feb 19
February 20 for March 5
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Social Security - There ForYou Now Financial Aid website and deadlines
gress early next year
By Kenneth S. Apfel
By Elaine A. Hakala
/^Your S.H.I.P. Has
Commissioner of Social Security to seek responsible
Journalism 3430
reforms for Social Security
(
Come in! (Student 3
For students worried about so the program can continue to
AASU's Financial Aid Of- C. H.e,P and lnforma"
the next round of final exams or meet all its financial
fice Launches a S.H.I.P. With C tion Program.
the prospect of landing a good obligations for
Their New Online Services—
paying job after completing their current and
and Other FA News
education, retirement security future
The line at the Financial Aid
four or five decades down the
office gets long sometimes, es
road is probably the last thing on
pecially at peak hours. Now,
their mind. And, should the sub generations of
thanks to S.H.I.P. (Student Help cation. You will use that code
^
ject of Social Security arise, workers.
and Information Program), with when you access the U.S. De$300,000. Average benefits for
We must dispel
most young people would say
a few keystrokes from the aca- partment of Education's FAFSA
a widowed mother or father with
they don't believe the program this notion that
demic computer lab or even on the Web site (http://
two young children are currently
Social
Security
will
not
be
there
will be there for them when they
from home, you can access your w w w .fafsa.ed.gov/fill.html),
in the future. It will be there. about $1,500 per month.
need it in the future.
financial aid records in the and the system will allow you
•Benefits are based on pro
However, the sad truth is The only question is what shape
BANNER system at Arm- to update your records from the
gressive
formulas that take into
that for many younger Ameri the program will take for the
strong—via the internet. Brad- previous year. Remember that
account the fewer work years
cans, the need for Social Secu next millennium.
ley Burnett, Director of Finan- you must use a Netscape
and
lower earnings of younger
Social
Security
can
provide
rity could occur sooner than they
cial Aid, says that S.H.I.P. is browser, at least 3.0 or better, to
think...well before they reach retire a buffer of economic security workers. This means that, even available through AASU's access the site. If you decide to
ment age. Early death, disability- against disabilities for younger though a worker may not have a website(http://www.armstrong file by mail instead, blank apeach seems like a remote possibility workers and their families. full lifetime's earnings, the .edu/) under the heading of Ad- plications will be available at the
when you are young and healthy. Shorter work histories, high worker and hisor her family still ministration, and in The Office Financial Aid office in January,
But consider this sobering fact: Fully medical expenses, lack of em have significant insurance pro of Financial Aid section, or by Again in 1999, the priority proone third of all twenty-year-olds will ployer provided insurance cov tection in case of death or dis going directly to http:// cessing deadline for your
die or become disabled before they erage, low salaries, even poor ability.
www.finaid.armstrong.edu:9010/ FAFSA to be submitted to have
•Social Security cash ben
reach their 65th birth day. Conse planning-these and other reasons
homepage.
your aid guaranteed to be apquently, for millions of young mean that many young workers efits, including disability and
To log into the secured ac- proved for the start of the Fall
people, Social Security is there, pro and their families have little in- survivors's benefits, are indexed cess system, use your social se- semester—is March 15, 1999.
surance or "extra" resources to to inflation; unlike many private
viding valuable protection.
New in 1999, the Office of
curity number as your 'User ID'
Younger Americans should help out if their earnings stop insurance policies, benefits in
and your birth date (in Financial Aid will no longer re
also bear in mind the larger eco abruptly. Social Security can be crease as the cost of living in MMDDYY format) as your PIN quire an AASU Institutional apcreases.
nomic consequences of what Social a critical lifeline.
•Once a disabled worker is (and your PIN can be changed plication. The FAFSA will be
Here
are
some
little
known,
Security means to older Americans
online for security purposes). the only piece of paperwork you
of their grandparents generation- but very important, facts about entitled to cash benefits for 24 Choose the 'Student & Financial will need to submit to apply for
without the program, more than half the disability and survivors in months, he or she isentitled to Medi Aid Menu' and then the 'Finan a financial aid award unless you
would be living below the poverty surance protection that Social care health insurance coverage.
are chosen by the federal gov
Although the next major cial Aid Information Menu' to
line. Of significant consequence yes, Security provides for younger
ernment for verification. Also
exam or job interview will most access the listing of options
but what significance does this have workers and their families:
available to check your records, new for 1999, you MUST return
*Out of every 3 Social Se likely continue to be the major
for students on America's campuses?
The different screens avail- your award letter immediately to
Well, without Social Secu curity beneficiaries is not a re concern of younger Americans, able will answer many financial the Financial Aid Office so that
rity, many middle-aged parents tiree but a disabled worker, or a they should not foiget that, unfortu aid questions for many students, your aid can be validated and
of today's college students member of a disabled worker's nately, premature death or disability saving them the time it could available for you. This includes
would feel an obligation to help family, or asurvivor of a worker could be a reality for some.Although take to stand in line at the of- grants such as Pell and HOPE,
reform is needed to ensure the longprovide for their own aging par who has died.
fice. However, Mr. Burnett as- which were previously accepted
term
solvency of Social Security, it
•Social Security provides
ents, and there would be fewer
sures students that the staff is for you automatically. If you do
family resources to use for their survivors insurance for a young, is indeed providing valuable disabil always there to help when not return the award letter, you
children's educational expenses. average worker with a family ity and survivors insurance protec needed. In other financial aid will not have aid of any kind,
It is true that Social Secu that is equivalent to a personal tion today for younger workers and news, if your mailing address is The FAFSA Processing Center
rity is facing long-term financial life insurance policy worth about their families.
not correct on theBANNER sys- has also announced changes,
challenges in the next century
tem (you can access your listed
For the 1999/2000 school
based on demographic trends,
address from S.H.I.P. as well), year, internet renewals for indeparticularly the fact that people
NOW is the time to get it pendent students will not require
are living longer, healthier
changed with the Registrar's that a signature page be mailed
lives. Of course, this longer life
Office.
to the processor. These new prospan is good news for all of us.
According to Mr. Burnett, cedures save time and effort for
Bayonets are believed to have been invented by Basque soldiers in Renewal Applications for Fed- both the student and the processBut, we must recognize that
changing demographics will put the 17th century who stuck their knives at the ends of th eir muskets eral Student Aid will be mailed ing office. If you have questions
after running out of gun powder on the Bayonette Ridge.
a strain on America's retirement
out so that students should have about your aid, the automated
program.
them in December.
phone system for the Financial
The President has called for
If you applied for Federal Aid Office is available at (912)
a year-long national dialogue on
Aid on the Internet for the 98- 927-5272 (using your SSN as ID
Social Security. Following a
99 school year, the processing and your birth date as PIN), and
White House Conference on
center will mail you an Elec- office hours are 8:15-6:00 MonSocial Security in December
tronic Access Code (EAC) in- day through Thursday and 8:151998, the President will seek
The city of Pasadena, California derives its name from an Indian
stead of a paper renewal appli- 5:00 on Friday.
bipartisan discussions with Con- word meaning "valley between the hills."
A
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New Police Chief Mack Seckinger Wants to
Make AASU Police More Service Oriented

By BJ English
Over the years, Armstrong
Police have gone from being the
bmnt of campus jokes,to a rather
impressive group of skilled law
enforcement officers. Gone are the
"Barney Fife" days of campus
security guards who didn't know
a rifle from a BB Gun and spent
most of thei r days sitting around
eating junk food and waiting for
something interesting to happen to
justify their being on campus.
When asked how he felt cam
pus police should be viewed,
newly appointed Director of Public Safety at AASU, D. Mack
Seckinger states, " I don't know
what the image was before my
arrival, but I would like it to be
more service oriented."
Seckinger replaces former
Chief of Police, Ed Lyons who ac
cording to Seckinger, left his job to
accompany his wife Nancy toWash
ington, D C. Chief Lyons imple
mented a number of improvement
projects that made AASU's police
force more visible and believable.
Seckinger comes to Armstrong
from Valdosta State University,
where he served as a patrol com
mander. He says that the main dif
ference between Valdosta and Arm
strong is that Valdosta's campus is
spread out over a greater area, and
the student housing held around
1,800 students as compared to
about 150 at AASU. There were
also more police officers on
VSU's force- nearly 100 as com
pared to AASU's 21.
"You base your number of
people on cost," says Seckinger. 'We
could always use more people [here
at AASU], but you make the best of
what you've got. You've got to pro
vide the same service at 3 AM. as

you do at 3 RM.," he says.
A lot of earlier complaints about
campus police being slack and not
doing their job, came from students
and faculty at off or peak hours when
someone needed help from campus
police and had to wait for a long pe
riod of time before anyone ever ar
rived to unlock adoor or escort than
to their car late at night
"If one situation is viewed nega
tively," says Seckinger, "then all oth
ers are. It's not really fair, but that's
the way it is. What we want to en
sure is if someone is a victim of a
crime on this side o f campus, and
someone needs a door unlocked on
the other side, timely service will be
provided."
He says that noone should have
to wait an hour for police to arrive.
When asked about the blue call
boxes, which many students and fac
ulty feel are not adequately placed
on campus, Seckinger said that they
are now looking at all the boxesand
are seeing about getting new ones,
but that the current ones will be left
where they are.
Seckinger wants to remind the
AASU population that the campus
police are not only here to prevent
crimes, but to provide service.To let
everyone know what AASU police
do all day, Seckinger is implement
ing a campus/community ride-on
program in which one can ride
around with an AASU officer for a
period of time and see exactly what
goes on around campus.
He would also like to restart a
more intensified bike and walking
beat for AASU officers, so that stu
dents could become fam iliar with
their faces and see them as friends
whom they would not be afraid to
talk to about possible problems that
might affect others on campus.
Seckinger would also like to see

a lot more interaction with the crimi
nal justice department, so that stu
dents who wished to pursue a future
. in police work, could work with the
AASU Police, who would then
sponsor them to go through the po
lice academy, so that they could
leave school with more than just a
degree. AASU officers would also
become involved more in training
with the Criminal Justice Depart
ment, so that they could gain more
knowledge and experience that
could enhance their job perfor
mance.
Seckinger really wants AASU
police to be seat in a more friendly,
positive attitude. He says he under
stands that college students are
young and want to get involved in
things like drinking, and riotous be
havior, that seems like "just having
fun" to them, and he doesn't want
AASU police "spoiling their fun",
but does want to impress upon them
that their actions could havefar more
serious consequences than they are
aware. It's amatter of balancing po
liteness and firmness, so that
everyone's rights on campus will be
protected.
"We're here to p rovide a safe
environment conducive to the col
lege experience," Seckinger said.
"We're not here to cause problems.
We're part of the edu cational pro
cess as well."
He says it is the police officer's
job to let students know what they
can and can't do for the protection
of everyone on campus, but that this
educational process can be accom
plished with ta ct and professional
ism, the same way as corporate se
curity.
Students, faculty and staff who
are interested in riding around with
campus police may call the security
office at 921-2362.

Hey, Didn't there used to be a water fountain
here? Students are none too happy about the new
downstairs MCC bathrooms having no paper
towels (hand dryers only) nor the removal of the
water fountain outside the bathroom doors.
(There's still a water fountain downstairs in the cafeteria,
but it is down asmall flight of stairs and on the opposite end
of the building as the bathrooms- not exactly a convenient
location when you are thirsty and in a hurry!)

American Mensa's National Testing Day
on Nov. 14;High IQSociety to HoldEvent
Near Many College Campuses
ARLINGTON, Texas: ing their intellectual develop
Newswire/ — American Mensa, ment." The AmericanMensa Ad
the High IQ Society, istaking an mission Test features questions
other step towards helpingAmeri involving logic and deductive rea
cans realize their intelligence by soning. A person who scores at
holding its first-ever National or above the 98th percentile on
Testing Day on Nov. 14, 1998. one of the two tests qualifies for
The Mensa Admission Test — a membership.
Based in Arling
battery of two tests — costs $25 ton, Texas, AmericanMensa Ltd.
and will be administered nation is anorganization for anyone who
wide, focusing on college towns scores in the top 2 percent of the
and major Mensa markets. "The general population on a standard
National Testing Dayis an oppor ized intelligence test. For more
tunity for us tofamiliarize college information about applying for
students with Mensa," said Dave membership or to receive a list
Remine, chairman of American ing of local testing sites, interested
Mensa. "College is all about test persons can call 800-66-MENSA
ing yourself and realizing your po or visitthe organization's Website
tential. By familiarizing college at www.us.mensa.org. Mensa
students with Mensa, we're hop Website: httpyAvww.usmaisa.org/
ing not only to expand our mem
bership, but also to provide AASU also has a local chapter
America's college students with that meets regularly- see the flyer
to your right as you exit the inte
an additional resource for foster
rior doors of the library.

sffipcfloffte ©SSaSffQ
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Office of Career Services Helps Students
student filling out a Biographi Become More Employable in their Fields

Letter to Future Graduates
From Nicole Eichelberger
Journalism 3430

cal Information form. Jones
by the senior prior to graduation
then sits and talks with the stu By Natasha Banks
and afterwards.
dent to learn howto help the stu
Dear Future Graduates:
If you are feeling like I am,
The Office of Career Serdent get towards his or her ca
you
are
excited
over
the
upcomvices,
OCS, is headed by Jan
lf you are feeling the way I reer objective,
ing
date
of
graduation.
You
are
Jones,
and
is located in the
am, you are excited over your
The student will receive an
upcoming graduation. You are OCS Handbook and a tour of the completing your last few classes MCC building near the
completing your last few classes Career Library and the Tech as an undergraduate and you are upstairs Student Afas an undergraduate and you are Room. This room contains the ready an d willing to start work- fairs Office,
ready and willing to start work- Discover software program that ing at a real job, making a more
ing at a real job, making a more can be used by students. Dis- substantial wage. So why are we
substantial wage. So why are we cover helps students learn how still worried and scared? First we
still worried and scared?
their likes and dislikes, skills and had seniorities, now we have
First we had "senioritis", educational background, fit into what-if-its.
What if we can't find a job?
now we have "what-ifitis." What suitable career options,
What if w e realize later, our
if we cannot find a job? What if
The software, said Jones,
career
is not satisfying?
we realize later that our career narrows the career choices for
What if w e need to relocate
is not satisfying? What if we the student by removing the job
need to relocate and don't have descriptions that fail to meet the and don't have thefunds todo so?
What if, what if, what if,...all
the funds to do so? What if, what standards requested by the stutheses
questions and others are in
if, what if...all these questions dent. Jones proudly shows that
Jones advisesthat
Even if you do not
our
thoughts.
and others are in our thoughts, the OCS has current career inseniors
establish a placeEven if you do not have these formation on part-time, full-time have concerns now, if you are
ment
file
three
quarters or seconcerns now, if you are plan- and internship openings in Sa- planning to graduate, you will
»
UIWA,
mesters
from
graduation.
The
ning to graduate, you will have vannah, throughout the state of have these concerns later.
Perhaps you did not know that placement file is a personal colthese concerns later.
Georgia and other regions of the
Armstrong
AtlanticState Univer- lection of documents about the
A series of articles will be nation. These notebooks include
sity
offers
services
to help resolve student that will be combined with
written geared towards inform- the salaries, duties, employers,
some
of
the
questions
confronted the resume referral system. This
ing the students of Armstron g and other information about the

system gives an updated resume
of the student to employers look
ing for employees.
The OCS, Jones proudly dis
plays, has current information on
part-time, full-tim e and summer
job openings in Savannah,
throughout the state of Georgia
and other regions of the nation.
These books listjob opening sala
ries, duties, employers, and other
information.
Jones advises thatseniors be
gin to organize their job search
by attending the workshop series
and Moc k Interview D ays. The
workshop series include resume
writing, effective interviewing skills,
job search strategies, business and
social etiquette, and applying for
graduate/professional schools,
Check with the Student Affairs
Offices for times and events. The
OCS will present a Resume Critique Workshop on November 9,
1998 from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
Please call Jan Jones at 912-9275269 for more information.

Atlantic State University about openings.
services available, either
For students who are not
through AASU, the internet, or sure on what careerto pursue, the
other sources to help resolve OCS has booksthat give in-depth
some of the questions con- job descriptions along with the salfronted by a senior prior to ary ranges. Additional references
graduation and afterwards. If include study books for exams like
you have questions or com- GMAT or GRE.
ments, please write them down
The books are available to
on a sheet of paper and drop it be checked out for weekends
off at the Inkwell office.
only, Jones said. She also adToday, I will write about the vises that seniors begin to orgaOffice of Career Services, OCS, nize their job search by attend
which is located in the MCC ing upcoming workshop series
We Understand the Importance of An Education!
building near the Student Affairs and mock interview days.
Office. Jan Jones replaced Lorie
The workshop series inDurant as the director of OCS. As elude resume writing, effective
• Scholarships Available
far as using the services of OCS, interviewing skills, job search
• Flexible Work Schedules
Jones advises that seniors estab- strategies, business and social
• Paid Training
lish a placement file one year be- etiquette, and applyingfor gradu• Closed Sundays
fore graduation.
ate or professional schools.Some
The placement file is a per- upcoming events sponsored by
sonal collection of documents OCS are: Interviewing Skills
Pick up an application at any Chick-fil-A restaurant located in
about thestudent that will becom- Workshop, 9-10 A.M., October
Savannah Mall, Oglethorpe Mall, Oglethorpe Mall Blvd. Drive Thru and
bined with the resume referralsys- 30,1998; 13thAnnualCareerFair,
Abercorn Free Standing Unit.
tem. This system provides an up- 10 A.M. - 2 P.M., Octo er
EEO
dated resume ofthe student toem- 30,1998;; and Resume Cntiques,
ployers looking for employees,
noon- 2P.M November 9, im
The placement file also Contact Jan Jones or the Student
plJsLsmden. in U,eSTARS AfWrsoflkea.912-927-5269fo,
program, which stands for Stu- more information
dents Taking Active Responsi
bility for Success. Jones said
that all students should come to
OCS and start a placement file
upon entering AASU.
London's Big Ben Is named after Sir Benjamin Hall, the Chief
Czar Peter the Great of Russia put a tax on men's beards and a
The process of establishing
Commissioner of Works when the bell was cast.
clerk at the gate of every town to collect it.
a placement file starts with the
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To Your Health!
By Carola Keller, R.N., M.S.N.
Department of Nursing

Mid-term Blues or
Depression ??
Take a minute and answer
the following questions: Have
you been feeling sad and down
in the dumps? Have you lost in
terest in activities you used to
enjoy? Do you often feel tired?
Do you have trouble sleeping or
do you sleep too much? Have
you been gaining or losing
weight? Do you feel worthless
or guilty or that everything is
your fault? Do you have trouble
making decisions or concentrat
ing on your work? Do you often
feel agitated or like you can
barely move? Do you ever feel
that life isnt worth living?
If you answered yes to five
or more of these questions, you
could be suffering from depres
sion not just midterm blues.
According to the National
Institute of Mental Health, de
pression affects 15 million
people in the U.S. every year.
One-fourth of all women and

one eight of all men will experi
ence at least one episode of de
pression in their lifetime. For
tunately, with all the current re
search and major gains in under
standing and treating depres
sion, most people with depres
sion can be successfully treated
and return to their normal activi
ties within a matter of weeks.
The down side is that most
people with a depressive illness
do not seek treatment, many be
cause they do not recognize that
they have a treatable illness.
So what do you look for?
How do you know if youve just
got the blues or something more
serious? Depression is definitely
more than the blahs or a general
down in the dumps mood. It af
fects a persons thoughts, feelings,
health, and behavior. It is not all

in your head; it is a medical dis
order that requires treatment.
If youve been feeling sad for
several weeks along with other
symptoms, you could be suffering
from depression. Some of the
other symptoms include: loss of
interest or pleasure in things you
used to enjoy, fatigue ordecreased
energy, sleep changes, eating dis
turbances, difficulty concentrat
ing, feelings of hopelessness,
worthlessness and thoughts of sui
cide. Many people experiencing
depression complain of bodily
aches and pains. Friends and fam
ily will notice changes in behav
ior and social withdrawal. As you
can see, depression can be very
serious.
So if you or afriend you know
has any of these symptoms, see
your health care provider.
People with depression need a
lot of support and encourage

ment to get help. Depression
saps the energy and makes the
person feel worthless and hope
less and it is these very symp
toms that interfere with their
ability and desire to seek help.
A complete physical exam is
needed to rule out any physical
cause for the symptoms. Usu
ally a treatment plan including
counseling, support, and medi
cation is effective and symptoms
begin to subside in a few weeks.
So, if you feel like you may
be suffering from something
more serious than mid-term
blues, dont wait-get help! You
deserve to feel,better soon!!
To Your Health! will feature
information about your health.
Suggestions and comments
should be sent to Dr. Camille
Stern, Graduate Program in
Nursing (921-5721). E-mail:
camiIle_sto@mailg^urmstrong£da

The largest living bird is
ostrich, which can weightJ
pounds.

MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
mA.DID VOO R BAILV THINK
WE'D BE SCARED BY A L OOF
BUDSET, CORNY, HORROR Fllffl?

National Security Education Program

NSEP
Scholarships for Study Abroad
Why Study Abroad?
International experience is crucial to a competitive resume. You need skills to
work in the global arena. NSEP provides opportunities for Americans to study
in regions Critical to U.S. national interests (excluding Western Europe, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand). Award amounts are upto a maximum of$8,000
per semester or $16,000 perdcademic year.

• SMART, LOW-COST BIRTH
CONTROL OPTIONS
• Emergency contraception
• Affordable, confidential testing for pregnancy
•Testing & treatment for sexually-transmitted
diseases for men and women
•Well-woman gynecological and breast exams
• Supportive counseling & Referral Service

Planned Parenthood.
Your Healthcare Professionals

44-B Lee Blvd.,
912/351-0116
Across from Wachovia Bank
By Appointment
Condom offer good through 12/31/98
Limit one coupon per customer

Come in for care,
or call with your
questions. You'll b e
glad you took control
of your sexual health.

BRING IN MAD FOR A
DOZEN FREE CONDOMS!

You must be a U.S. citizen and enrolled as an undergraduate at a U.S. university,
college or community college. Scholarships are for study in Summer '99,
Fall '99 and/or Spring '00. For applications, contact yourNSEP Campus
Representative or theNSEP office attel: (800) 618-NSEP, e-mail: nsep@iie.org.
Deadline: February 8,1999.
National Security Education Program
Undergraduate Scholarships
Institute of International Education
1400 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
call (800) 618-NSEP or (202) 326-7697
e-mail: nsep@iie.org
See our website at: www. He. org/nsep
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Winters in Savannah just not the same...
By Fredrick Ekman

ful summer, andprepare fora long
dark winter without obligations
Have you ever really lived a whatsoever. I can sink back into
real winter? Not just briefly vis myself. I load up on soothing
ited it; I mean really lived it, felt music to listen to, good books to
it, breathed it,heard it, smelled it; read, exciting movies to watch,
been annoyed when your bike and a comfy couch where I can
Papers, Theses and Letters Typed
lock or car door has frozen shut; put my feet up. Preferably in the
Resumes • Scannable Resumes • Updates
been forced to walked awkwardly light of a crackling fireplace.
Composing • Expert Editorial Services
and drive slowly because a thick
In the wintertime it is still dark
Faxing • Copying • Laser Printing
layer of unyielding ice covers the when I go to school, and by the
Notary Public
ground; seen the tranquil beauty time I get back home, the sun is
of big, soft snowflakes sailing to sometimes already setting again.
the ground in the sparse street But a real winter can be more
Owned & Operated by Armstrong Alumni
lights; felt your fingers go numb beautiful than a painting; the
despite your thick gloves; felt the world is covered in a white, glis
8410 Abercorn Street, Suite A-2
harmonious feeling of huddling tening blanket of snow and every
Savannah, GA 31406
up under a blanket submerged in breath of cool air feels fresh and
your favorite book, while thecold crisp. Ifeel invigorated ina totally walk where I enjoy the silence, the
(912) 925-2050
wind is howling against the win different way than when I re cold crisp air and the beauties of
FAX (912) 925-0110
dows.
charge my "solar batteries" in the winter accompanied by the
crunching snow under my boots.
When I came here, I was summer.
Don't misunderstand me
Where I grew up, we had
wondering how I would feel and
react when winter as I know it REAL winters. No tentative now; Idon't go intototal hiberna
didn't show up. Maybe I would snowfalls there. Oh no. When it tion in the wintertime, I justslow
simply enjoy it? Not having to snowed, it really snowed. Me and down considerably, and spend less
dress in layer upon layer or wor all the other boys used to have time on the rest of the world and
rying about cold feet and an itch snowball wars during the breaks more time on myself.
Of course, winter isn't all
ing hat. Or maybe, just maybe, I in school, and often some kinds
would feel like something was of s howdown in the school yard good. The beauty and tranquility
missing; something that had been when the day was over.My over may easily be outweighed by the
there for as longas Icould remem alls, gloves, shoes and hat were cold, the wind, the icy roads and
can order their textbooks if they
constantly hung up to dry when I the fuss of having to wear all that By James R. Gauthier
ber.
know
the title, author and pub
I love summer, sun and was at home. After dinnerme and clothing. Most of all the lack of
lisher
of
the book. The only
The most elementary rule of
warmth.1 likethe freedom of be my friends used to build snow sunshine can get to you in the long
drawback
is that they should or
ing able to slide over to my forts, whichhad no otherfunction run. My energy levels are usually economics is that of supply and
on
"low"
when
summer
finally
der
the
books
at least 6-10 weeks
demand; the more demand there
friend's place in shorts and flip- than being fun to build, or I went
comes
around
the
comer
again.
In
downhill
skiing
in
before
the
little
slope
they
will
need them for
flops. I love the long days and the
is for a good or service the
that
moment,
I
don't
ever
want
to
close
to
our
house,
or
ice-skating.
short nights; when the sun doesn't
higher the price will be and vice- class. But is it really adrawback
set until after midnight and rises Winter was a busy time for me. be cold again, and curse my ad versa. This is a rule that our when you consider the fact that
In recent years I have cut venturous ancestors for being stu bookstore knows well and takes you will probably save at least
before I even get to bed. My bat
down
significantly on the snow pid; settling down this far north,
teries are constantly charged to the
full advantage of in its' pricing 10% on your book purchases?
max, and Ifeel eneigetic andalive. ball throwing, although I still have when there are so many places
In order to take advantage
techniques. They have been able
In the part of the world where to throw a couple every year, just with a much more pleasant cli
to get away with their exorbitant of this opportunity for savings
I come from, summer is a time of to get that reminiscent feeling. Not mate than this! But I inevitably
prices
because most students students should do the follow
find
myself
greeting
the
onset
of
outdoor activities. Here, it's too only that, the meaning of winter
the
new
winter
with
the
same
posi
believe
that they are the only ing: As soon as you sign up for
hot and humid to do almost any has changed for me. From being
tive
frame
of
mind
as
the
last
one.
supply of textbooks and thus feel next semester's classes go to
thing outdoors. Back home, the a time of never-ending action and
I
guess
I
am
product
of
my
envi
they have no choice but to pay. your professors and politely in
weather is just perfect, and our activities, to a time of relaxation,
ronment,
tuned
into
the
contrasts
But what if there were another quire if they know what texts
sunny season is so short (com of contemplation. Nowadays I
pared to Savannah, at least) that stay indoors most of the time,and on climate and life-style that source of books? According to they plan on using for the class.
we have to make the most of the do some of the things I like the comes with living so far north.
If they do know ask if they
basic economics the increase
I actually thought I
sunny days that are handed to us. most, like reading lots and lots of
in supply would have to lead to would mind telling you the title,
For me, when the sun is shining, I books, watching all the moviesin wouldn't miss winter at all a lowering of the price. If it author, and publisher of the
feel compelled to go outside; ob the Movie Theater, and having when I came here. That's one didn't then the business that books. Once you have this in
ligated to make the most of a deep conversations with my of the things I saw as positive
charged the higher prices would formation in hand, go to Bookssunny day. When winter comes friends over a cup of hot coffee. with this trip; the fact that I was
eventually
lose all of its busi A-Million, place your order, and
about
to
experience
the
longest
along (after a dull, gray, windy Basically, Idon't go outside inthe
summer
ever
in
my
life.
But
ness
to
the
cheaper
supplier and then add up your savings. For
fall- but that's another story), I wintertime more that I have to .
I
'm
starting
to
realize
that
it's
have to come into line with the those students with access to the
usually feel kind of relieved. I Just when I need to get some
not
that
simple.
internet you can probably order
where,
and
an
occasional
long
market or go out of business.
breath out after yet another event
The good news is there is your books from the comfort of
R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
another supply of textbooks and your own home by visiting
all it takes is a little leg work to www.amazon.com and placing
tap into it.Students who are tired your order.
If enough students are pro
of being robbed by thebookstore
will be happy to know Books- active enough to take advantage
A-Million has access to most of of these money saving
the same books as the Campus alternatives, it won't be long be
bookstore and would be more fore our bookstore is forced to
than happy to receive your busi bring its prices in-line with the
ness. A representative of Books- new market and its expanded
A-Million stated that students supply curve.

Benson's Resume
And Writing Service

Bypassing the Bookstore: How To
Save Money On Your Textbooks
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Qassifieds:

Help Wanted

For Sale: 1988 Toyota
Corolla Hatch Back
One owner. Good for hauling
stuff. Best Offer. Call 921-7313
The Landings Club is a private
country club with six golf courses;
34 tennis courts, a stare-of-the-art
fitness center and four clubhouses
located on beautiful Skidaway
Island. Your working environment
cannot be matched.

NOW HIRING
Golf Course Workers
Golf Cart Attendants
Pantry/Prep Cook
Line Cook
Dishwasher/Utility- $6.25 Hr.
Wait Staff- Avg. $10+
PART TIME SEASON AT.
Banquet Servers
Utility/Dishwashers
The Landings Gub offers competitive sala
ries. Health, life, disability & dental insur
ance, 401(k) with company match, a gen
erous vacation plan , paid hol idays, em
ployee scholarships, job training, employee
recognition and incentive programs are of
fered to full time employees.
Please apply in person Tbesday-Fnday, 9
AM-4 PM. Go South on Waters to
Skidaway Island or ca ll JOBLINE 5982504, #1, #1, EOE, DFW.

FREE CD HOLDERS,
T-SHIRTS, PREPAID
PHONE CARDS
EARN $1000 PART TIME
ON CAMPUS. JUST CALL
1-800-932-0528 X 64
Want to sell your property?

Career Fair

SITEL Corporation
We Speak Your Language
Now Hiring Customer Service
Marketing Agents.
Fut/Part time Ftexfcle Schedule
Perfect forstudents or those who
need extra income,
typings Computer skis & 6
months customer service experi
ence required.
Positions avalable immecfiatety.
Apply Now!
1001 Davidson Dr.
(off Dean Forest Road)
Savannah, GA 31408
Served by Chatham area Transit
2 West Chatham Bus Line
Job Line (912) 963-2063
EOE

Hosted by: Armstrong
Atlantic State
University & Savannah
State University

Campus Notes

Southeide Community
Association w conjunction
wh rm Chatham County
Police Department's
Southstoe Community
Outreach Police ant
K1Y96.S
Will have their Second Annual HALLOWEEN
FESTIVAL, on October 30 and 31 from
6 to 9 RM. at Lake Mayer.
Please join us and the SCI-FI Club for this special

Congratulations to thefollow
family event. There will be different
ing winners in the Coastal Group
For Holiday Gift Wrap
activities for the children to enjoy.
Sierra Club Photography Exhibi
Booth to benefit the
For
further
information contact Det. M.D. Nichols at
tions; Bill Raines, first place
Coastal Association for (Wildlife) and honorablemention
235-9231 or Linda Reese at 351-9589.
Retarded Citizens
(Wildlife); Renee Lyon, second
The fundraising event runs from place (Wildlife); Christain
November 13 through Decem Sitgreaves, third place (Man on
ber 24 at the Savannah Mall. For the Coast), honorable mention Monday, November 2, is
1998 "Year of the
more information contact Debi (Man on the Coast), and honor College Day at the Coastal
Ocean" Art and
Louden or Janice Miller at (912) able mention (Abstracts and Pat Empire Fair. S tudents, staff,
355-7633.
terns); Setona Page (graduate), and faculty are admitted free Photography Contest
second place (Coastscapes).
Entries must be
with their student/faculty ID.
Congratulations to Christie There will be a livestock
delivered to the
Weaver who has been cast by show, flower show, 4-H ex
Skidaway island
Youth Opera USA to sing the lead
hibits, food, and free enter
Aquarium on
ing female role in its November
tainment on the Midway.
November 7,1998
13 production of The Happy
Prince (based on the fairy tale of Ride all you can for $8.
by 4 P.M.
Oscar Wilde). Weaver, a junior
For more information
vocal music major, is the voice
TAKE A BITE OUT OF
call 598-2447.
student of Lucinda Schultz.

What' Going On Call For Entries!!!

10 % OFF
COUPON

THE BIG APPLE

WSVH/WWIO-FM
Seeks Donations for
Annual Record and
Book Sale

Publix,
Where Shopping Is A Pleasure

Need a BREAK!!
Let Publix @
Savannah Mall give
you a DEAL!!
Bring your student I.D. to our
Cafe' with this coupon for 10%
off of your meal!

The theory that the earth is a
moving planet was developed by
Nicolaus Copernicus around
1543.

Friday, October 30,1998
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Armstrong Atlantic
State University's
campus
Alumni Arena - Sports
Center

Volunteer Recruitment

Please, call Annette, now at (562)
866-4240! Our commission is
only 4 1/2%! Full M.L.S. Service.
Call for free Market Analysis!
CB Reality & Loans
16216 Clark Ave.
Bellflower, CA 90706

The only President's child to
be born in the White House was
Esther Cleveland in 1893.

Don't Forget to attend

Coupon good only at your Publix
@ Savannah Mall
Lu 8018

WSVH/WWIO-FM, Peach
State Public Radio for the
Coastal Empire, is currently ac
cepting donations for their up
coming record and book sale, to
be held Saturday, November 7,
from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. at Saint
James Church in Savannah.
Donations of fair to good
condition items can be dropped
off at the radio stations during
business hours, at 12 Ocean Sci
ence Circle, on Skidaway Island,
near the Skidaway Institute. For
directions and further informa
tion, call 912-598-3300.
WSVH/WWIO-FM can be
heard in the Savannah area at
91.1 F.M., and in the Brunswick
area at 89.1 F.M.

Join other students on a trip
to New York City for six days
of Broadway productions, mu
seums and concerts. This tour
is open to anyone interested in
New York City and the arts.
Course credit may beavailable.
Estimated cost will be around
$850+. This includes airfare,
lodging, seminars, Broadway
shows, museum entrance fees
and concerts. Tuitionand meals
are not included.
The deadline for application
and deposit is December 1,
1998. The trip will take place
during May break 1999, May
Break 1999, May 13 through
May 18. Please contact Dr.
Roger Miller for further in
formation. Gamble Hall 207A, 921-5641.
Sponsored by the Art, Mu
sic and Theatre Department
of Armstrong Atlantic State
University. In association
with the Field Studies Cen
ter of New York.

The smallest species of bear
is the sun bear, also known as
the Malayan bear, which grow to
only about 3 feet long and weigh
less than 100 pounds.

"And when you catch one,
you DON'T jump up and
down in the canoe!"
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The dreadful freshman fifteen is here!

Beloved- A Moive Review

at the zipper. THERE!!! You got
it! Instead of sitting up, you roll
off your bed, and slowly bend
up. You c an't breathe or move
Most of us have heard of
too well, but you are in a total
that frightening phrase "the
state
of denial. Then, your but
freshman 15"! For those of you
ton pops off! With tears in your
who are not familiar with it
eyes you pull them off and real
(lucky you), it refers to the un
ize the "freshman 15" has made
avoidable 15 pounds that you
its arrival.
will pack on your first semester
This is a reality for many of
of college. No more of Mom's
us
in
our first experience with
homecookin' for you; just
the college cafeteria. We get in
grease, fat, and cholesterol
a routine of bad eating habits
(yummy!). But it's very hard to
resist the temptation of those blueberry pie for dessert. that not only result in weight
delicious but fattening foods, es Yummy Yummy. Afterwards gain, but bad health and fatigue.
pecially since it is quick and you go to your dorm and feel True, there is a trend towards a
gratifying. Not only does it give rather sick and sluggish. The healthier diet; however, Arm
you the convenience of not hav homework that you are sup strong is not so quick to jump
ing to cook, but it also provides posed to be doing has fallen by on this trend. Besides the salad
a variety of foods from which to the wayside as you fall asleep bar (but watch excessive dress
and have several scary dreams ing), the foods that the cafeteria
choose.
Your first visit to the cafete that were induced by your food has to offer are considerably
ria was exciting! After you 10:00 choices. Waking up in a sweat, high in fat and low in nutritional
class, you head straight to the you feel hungry again, but you value. It is no wonder why the
cafeteria to curb your appetite. sadly realize that the cafeteria is "freshman 15" is so common.
You are amazed at all the good closed and has been since 7:00! Even the hot line foods are high
ies that are displayed before But your roommate comes to the in fat since they are drenched in
your eyes. But most of all you rescue with a bag of Doritos that butter and oil. It's enough to
are so happy that you don't have she has stashed away for when make your stomach turn. Not to
to drive to Chick-Fil-A to get the munchies set in. You grab a mention, your belly expand and
your favorite meal of a southern coke, chomp on your chips, and your thighs accumulate that
ever-so-lovely cellulite.
fried chicken sandwich, a large attempt your essay.
For all of you who are
These
habits
continue
and
fries, and a large coke. Now it is
healthy
eaters or simply want to
right here for your very own escalate, day after day. Until you
avoid
the
"freshman 15", think
convenience. It's quick and easy, wake up one morning and try to
and very satisfying. After your put on your favorite pair of again before you go to the caf
next set of classes that end jeans. As you pull them up, you eteria and brown bag instead! Or
around 4 :00, you retreat to the are in shock at how tight they make a demand for some
cafeteria once again to stop the are on your thighs. You tug and healthier options. The cafeteria
grumbling inside your belly. You tug until they are over your butt. does offer some healthy food
decide to go to the hot line this However, they are not fitting at such as bagels, fruit, yogurt,
time. Your choice is mesquite all around your waist (if you granola bars, and grilled chicken
chicken with mashed potatoes, even have one left!). You take a sandwiches. But besides this,
green beans, and a roll. Or deep breath and try to button there is only FAT, FAT, FAT! So,
beefmac wi th a side salad. Not them. Your face turns blue, and to all my fellow schoolmates,
so appetizing. You scratch your your attempt is unsuccessful. beware and good luck, because
head and decide to grab an indi Frantic, you lie on your bed, take the "freshman 15 is lurking
vidual pepperoni pizza and a an even deeper breath, and tug nearby!

By Heidi Hogue
Journalism Student
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Turn your entries in to Student Activities by November 5th 1998.
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drives Sethe's (Oprah Winfrey) two
boys away home, keeps anyone
from visiting, and is driving Denver
(Kimberly
Elise), Sethe's teenage
Director: Jonathan Demme
daughter, out of her mind.
Sethe, the main character and
Producers: Ronald M Bozman
the
mother
of this ghost, refuses to
Jonathan Demme, Gary
abandon
this
haunted house. She
Goetzman, Edward Saxon,
declares
that
she
will never run from
Oprah Winfrey
anything again. Mysterious and
Screenplay: Adam Brooks, quite intriguing, "Beloved" takes us
Alosua
Busia,
Richard through the journey of a small group
LaGravenese based on the novel of central characters of which prob
lem after problem is revealed. These
by Toni Morrison
characters are in different ways try
Cinematography: Tak Fujimoto ing to deal with the marring effects
of slavery and the fallout from it all.
The use of monochromatic
Music: Rachel Portman
flashbacks of events that took place
U.S. Distributor: Touchstone on the plantatio n of Sweet Home,
intensifies t he emotions of these
Pictures
characters. The only character that
seems to grow from these experi
Cast
ences is Denver. At the end of the
movie she appears to have a glim
Sethe- Ophrah Winfrey, Paul D. mer of hope for a normal life, of
Danny Glover, Beloved- Thandi which she is afraid.
Newton, Denver- Kinberly
This movie is an adaptation of
Elise, Baby Suggs- Beah Toni Morrison's Nobel Prize win
Richards, Younger Sethe- Lisa ning novel "Beloved", and for 172
Ga Hamilton, Stamp Paid- minutes it keeps you spellbound.
Albert Hall, Ella- Irma P. H all, All of the actors give an exem
Janey Wagon- Carol Jean Lewis, plary performance. The most
Amy Denver- Kessia Kordelle, awesome being that of Thandi
Schoolteacher- Jude Ciccolella, Newton, who plays Beloved.
Her beauty and child-like ap
Langhorne- Anthony Chisolm, pearance works well with her
M. Lucille Williams- Dorothy drooling wobbly portrayal of the
Love Coates, Lady Jones- Jane baby whose life ended before it
White, Mr. Bodwin- Jason began. These central characters
compel you tofeel what theyfeel,
Robards.
be where they are, and experience
The story opens on a summer what they experience.
Jonathan Demme, the director,
afternoon, in Ohio. Paul D (Danny
Glover) is traveling along and comes has done other equally emotional
upon the Sethe's house. These two movies such as "The Silence of the
know each other from long ago from Lambs" and "Philadelphia". The
the plantation where they both lived, time period of "Beloved" was1873
in Cincinnati, Ohio. However, the
called Sweet Home.
From the stories they both tell movie was filmed in Philadelphia
about this place, it wasn't sweet and but made to look like Ohio.
The period detail in the movie
it wasn't home. Sethe, invites him
in, and when he enters he could see was very accurate. The costumes of
and feel what he believes is evil. the time were incred ibly errorless.
Sethe assured him that it is notevil, The details of the period settings
just sadness. She tells him that this makes you feel like you were apart
is die ghost of her dead older daugh of that time and therefore in the stay.
The story was filmed in
ter, they call Baby ghost.
While Sethe and Paul D are sit Philadelphia, and was made to
ting and, the house starts to illumi look like 1873 Cincinnati, Ohio,
nate, objects are flying around the 8 years after the Civil War. The
room, and screams tear through the period detail of 1873 was incred
house. During this ordeal Paul D ibly errorless. The feel of the
movie was that of sorrow and re
fights back, and it all stops.
There was no more of this ac gret. You tend to grieve for those
tivity after Paul D forced his pres were enslaved because of the
ence. Denver was not convinced that quality of their life, but the only
it was over, she felt as though baby difference after slavery is the
ghost had a plan."
physical appearance of the
Beloved" is about a ghost who chains.
manifests herself in human form af
This movie deals with difficult
ter 18 yearsof being a poltergeist in subject matter, and uncomfortabl e
her family's home. When mani truths. The degree of this mother's
fested she takes on the name Be love would be uncomfortable to
loved. The excitement she causes most, but necessary to her.
By Tonya Kitt
Journalism 3040
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Curious Newspaper Headlines Campus Crime

September 28 * Complainant
and witness stated that a white
male' approximately 5'9" wearANIMALS
Wanted: Mother's helper, peas- b Michelle Cobb
ant working conditions.
ing a white shirt, grey shorts, and
Get rid of aunts: Zap does the
. . .
* Tnmnlainant baseball cap, wassittingin front
job in 24 hours.
SSfSU
S helos no, know where of ,hera in the Lane Library and

the passenger door and the door
mirror being broken off. * White
male, age 19, stated that he was
working on a project in Fine Arts
room 203 when he accidentally
p„, hie hand clo. ,o ihe cniiing

Losl: Small apricoi poodle Reward. Neutered, like one of
the family.
,
Lost: Beagle, partly blind, hard
of hearing, castrated; answers to
the name of Lucky.

a C
™rf,ated ihat
left index finger and stated tha
he was feeling light headed.

meals, and smacks included.

he lost his pager or if it was taken exposed his pents^ABO
was
issued and a video tape was
by some0ne. The pager is described as a Motorola pager, taken from the library with a pic. •
, unknown serial ture of the suspect.
,
* whitp female stated
"f
September 30 *White male, age
21 stated that someone ripped

Wanted: Widower with sc hoolage children requires person to
assume general housekeeping
duties. Must be capable of contributing to growth of family.

'.

J!

October 16 * Complainant
stated that when she unlocked
her desk drawer in room 160 of

For Sale: Eight puppies from a Wanted; 3-year-old teacher Cafeteria. She was transported off his cellular antenna off the die Athletic Training Office, she
German Shepherd and an Alaskan needed for preschool; Experi. by Mercy Ambulance toMemo- rear window of his vehlcle' a found that someone had already
Hussy.
ence preferred. rial
Hospital
black Pontiac Grand AM.
entered the drawer, which was
locked, and removed $4,380 in
For Sale: Great Dames.
Man, honest.Will take anything. s
tember 25 * Black maie) age October 5 * White female, age cash from three separate enveDog For Sale: pts ^ythingies- Man wanted to work in dynamite
pecially fond of children.
factory Must be willing to travel,
taCt0ty-MUSt 156
g
Pit Bull For Sale: Owner de- Wantgd; Haircutter Excellent
°
'
growth potential.
For Sale, three canaries of un- w , w t t v
f
dermined sex.
StoS
that does not smoke or drink.

24, was charged with driving on
lending adZ
a suspended license and obstruc- versity Hall attending a class,
P
tion b
ivi
false info^ion. When class was over she realized her black shoulder bag
September 26 * Complainant Purse containing a black
reported that upon entering the Motorola cellular phone was
cafeteria of the MCC, he ob- missing. There is nothing furservgd thg Lancg vending ma. ther at this time. *Black female,

FROM THE KITCHEN
MISCELLANEOUS
chine damaged and numerous
A sunerb and inexoensive tescandy products on the floor and
taurant. Fine food expertly No" ^ y°"f nhance «
a brick which appeared to be
served by waitresses in appetiz- ears pierced and get an extra pair
ing forms.
nome, too.

age 24, stated that an unknown
individual struck her vehicle on
the passenger side. Damage msulted in dents? scuffs, and
scratches to the lowersection of

forced
n^pp^rem
forced entry and no apparent
evidence was left at the scene.
October 18 * At 10:40 p m. offleer Dahman found the door to
the Fitness Center room 133 not
secure. Upon securing the door,
the officer noticed that someone
had carved into the door above
the lock the phrase Post the
hours?.- Noth,ng inside the
room seemed damaged.

. , ..
.. . .
Ears F
pierced - while you wait! September 27* White male, age
Creative
daily specials,
. . his
, 990 oids/Silhis 1990
^reauveuany
specif, including
inciuuiiig
22, stated,. that
Olds/SiJ„ ... ^
8
65
Tl?etabi™ salads 'quiche ? No matter what your topcoat is houette mini van had been bro- Jekvll Maild OfferS Affordable Get"
vegetaoies, saiaas, quicne.
.
.
attending
made of, this miracle spray will ,

•

—

"

g

i

r

ered with golden fried omon rings.

Wg do nQt tgar youf clotMng

Dinner Special - Chicken or
Beef $2.25; Turkey $2.35; Children $2.00

fully by hand"

?

w

h

i

,Ee
female, age 23 stated that un-

Away For the Upcoming Holiday Season
^

^^

Registration is $10 per person.

machinery. We do it care- known Person(s) entered her ^ ^ Jekyll Mand>s Com. For more information, call the
veh'cle tbrough the dnver S Sld
munity Christmas Tree Lighting Jekyll Island Tennis Center at
_
, f , rtnvnt
window by using a foreign ob- ^ Santa's Arrival on Friday, (912)635-3154. '
c D
For Rent. 6-room hated apartment. ject and took her dark brown December 11 from 6:30 p.m. to
Tour the renowned Historic
leather
urse
values
at
$35
ANTIQUES
. <tonP
'
" ^ 9 p.m. This free family event in- District decorated for the season
c .
, , . JLtt K™011
'
purse contained one ATM card, eludes live holiday music by the from December 5-31, during
hip fnHnHv w^rh'th^k^po^ftnfi
a Nations Bank card, a health Golden I sles Community Con- regular Historic District daily
Se££re
Stock up and save. Limit: one. iusurat.ee caui, drive,'s license, ceri Band, r efreshments, carol- tou^ from the Mu«umV.s.tore
large drawers.
cpR card> md Social Security ing, and Santa's arrival to light Center on Stable Rd. Turn-ofFour-poster bed, 101 years old, We build bodies that last a lifetime. card
the Community Christmas Tree, the-century cottages will be
Perftct for antique lover.
Santa will arrive as the guest transformed into holiday magic
See ladies blouses. 50% Off!
=========
of honor in a holiday boat pa- with Victorian dec orations and
VACATION
rade down the Intracoastal Wa- Island greenery. The tram tours
Our bikinis are exciting. They ^ ...
.
terway from Jekyll Harbor Ma- depart every hour from 10 a.m.Vacation Special: have your are simply the tops!
Calliope is now accepting rina tQ ^ JekyU wharf chil. 3 p.m.; and admission in $10
home exterminated.
submissions for the 1999 edi- dren can put their requests in adult, $6 students ages 6-18 and
Used C ars: Why go elsewhere tion. Students wishing to sub- early witb Santa and nde on the children under age 6 free. For
Mt. Kilimanjaro, the breathtak- t0 cheated? Come here first! mit poetry and prose should hay wagon ($3 per person in- more information about Jekyll
ing backdrop for the Serena
place submissions in one of eludes photo with Santa) through Island's Historic District tours,
Lodge. Swim in the lovely pool For sale: Aquiited high chair that tbe four drop boxes located in the decorated Historic District, call (912) 635-2762.
while you drink it all in.
All of Jekyll Island and the
can ^ made into a table, potty the Fine Arts Building, the Guests are encouraged to display
The hotel has bowling alleys,tennis courts, comfortable beds,
and odter athletic faeilities.
WANTED

SP

'

g

Tlred of cleaning youIself?

Writing Center in Gamble the spirit of giving by bringing a
' Hall, the Cafeteria, and the nonpenshable item or canned

u, Lane8 C^titiv^rire ca£ en- November 27 through New

me do it.
T

T

d£™g"°fay^

A 'ft that PVPRV mem

Wanted: 50 girls for stripping faster. A,g^at
™
machine operators in factory.
ber if the fa nily^appreciates,
Automatically burns toast.
Wanted: Unmarried girls to pick Christm
sale Handmade
fresh fruit and produce at night. iftsforthehard.to.findperson
n- ,
taA ir v ac cief mrrrrir-ian
in'cutting-off-head illusion. Sal- Modular Sofas. Only $299 For
ary aqcf^lu? Cross.
rest or fore play.

fPiPnhonp

?

number address' ter Santa's Tennis Workshop and

, ^

I JF

Year

's Day, 1999. Thousands of

u' Reindeer Round Robin Tennis twinkling lights will cover

and e-mail address. Art sub^stons should be brought to
the Calliope office, located in
room 2-4 of Victor Hall. The
deadline for submissions is
December 10.
Hurry up and submit before
it is too late!

Saturday, De- Brunswick and The Golden Isles
dusk to midnight nightly.
Tennis Center on Capt Wylly
For more information about
Road. This mixed doubles tour- Jekyll Island's Holidays Activinament with prizes includes a ties or accommodations call the
morning workshop with a Jekyll Jekyll Island Welcome Center at
Island USPTA-Certified instruc- l-80°-841-6586 or (912) 635tor and holiday refreshments. 3636.
Xournament on

cembef 5 #t thg Jekyll Island from

rmqp^Q/tou^a-o^iBQuDQODtS
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Mom's Beware: Two New CD's from Virgin Urban Legend: You Won't "Scream"
Records will Appeal to Alternative Rock Fans like "You Did Last Summer"
By BJ English

By Seth Riley

television series "My So Called
Life," as a morally challenged
Urban Legend, the new hor young journalist. His character
ror film from director Jamie is also Natalie's love interest and
Blanks, hacks away at the long- one of the many obvious sus
since-dead limbs of the horror pects. RebeccaGayheart, known
genre. The film lacks original for playing a victim both in
ity; it simply follows the path of Scream 2 and on "Beverly Hills,
its most recent predecessors in 90210," plays Natalie's best
its adherence tothe same old for friend and the model sorority
mula. The movie, in fact, twists girl. When the identity of the
up elements from the Scream film's villian is revealed, audi
films, I Know What You Did ences will not only be shocked
Last Summer, and the latest in by who it is, but also at the
stallment in the Halloween se shockingly inept performance of
ries, to make up its rickety plot. the actor in question.
Like those films, Urban Leg
The movie tones down the
end focuses on a group of hot, gore that audiences have seen in
young, and indifferent students the recent crop of horror flicks.
facing the wrath of a mysterious In fact, most of the murders oc
killer. The twist is that this time cur off-screen. Many viewers
the killer is acting out "urban will be amused at the often cre
legends," those horror stories ative takes on the "urban leg
that everyone has heard a ends." For example, while the
slightly different "true" version myth about the boy who ate Pop
of, such as the story about the Rocks and drank a soda may
babysitter who keeps getting have been false, the film proves
threatening phone calls only to that ,when washed down with
find out that the calls are being drain cleaner, they really can
made from a separate phone line kill. Other myths playedout with
in the children's bedroom.
a twist in the film include the
The film's main character is story of the young woman driver
Natalie, a college student played unaware that there is a man with
by Alicia Witt. Natalie's friends an axe in the back seat, the
are being murdered in the exact stalker hiding under thecar wait
same manner as the victims in the ing to cut the owner's Achilles
urban legends that they are study tendon, and thestory of the young
ing in their folklore class. How couple whose car runs out of gas
ever, Natalie is the only one who late at night on a country road.
sees the connection; everyone else
Though Urban Legend is of
seems to figure it out too late.
ten dryly entertaining, nothing
Witt, who played Cybil very original is offered. How
Shepherd's daughter on the tele ever, one interesting question is
vision series "Cybil," handles posed by the film. Natalie's folk
the material well, though she has lore teacher tells the class that
very little to work with. Her por the urban legends are nothing
trayal of Natalie comes off strong more than didactic myths that
and angry rather than afraid, simi "act as a gauge for understand
lar to Neve Campbell's perfor ing the society that creates
mances in the Scream films. them," If viewers choose to be
Though Witt and a couple of the lieve Professor Wexler, they
other actors have talent, the must ask themselves what it is
characters are simply flat.
about current society that has
The cast includes Jared Leto, created a demand for this tired
best known for his part on the string of horror tales.

Furslide's Adventure may
sound like the title of a new Dis
ney film, but it's actually a new
CD put out by Virgin Records.
Jennifer Turner ( former guitar
ist for Nat alie Merchant) sings
and plays guitar, while Jason
Ladar plays back up on the bass
guitar a nd Adam MacDougall
plays drums.
It's not your gradma's kind
of music, a nd unless your par
ents d id drugs, they probably
won't care much for it either.
But, if you are a teenager in the
angst years, this CD was made
for you.
The band coined their name
like a heavy metal punk band.
Whale pictured above.
from an experiment we all did
This must be the"guest appear
in school, where you rub a piece don. The band hales from Swe ance" of Bus 75- the CD
of fur (hai r or cotton ball) over den and the album includes doesn't say who played on what
a rubber rod and it produces guest appearances from Cream track, but then again the 4 point
electrons (remember rubbing a and Bus 75 (a punk band from type in neon green on a black
balloon on your head and then Sweden).
background is not the easiest
sticking it to the ceiling?) Per
Cia Soro (vocals) is all that thing to read in the first place.
haps they were hoping for some is left of the original trio named
I'm not much into punk
electrifying performances...
Whale. Joining her are Jorgen music and non-rhythmic tunes
A publicity flyer put out by Wall on drums, John Jefferson you can't sing along with, but I
Virgin describes the music as Klingberg and Henrick actually liked this CD in part,
"hypnotic: producing an often Schyffert on Guitar, and Heikki especially the song Go Where
unsettling glimpse into themind Kiviaho on Bass.
You're Feeling Free about a
of Jennifer Turner."
The original band practiced drug addict pretending to have
Don't listen to thisalbum on in a tool shed in Spain. The cur stopped using drags. It sort of
a weak stomach, the shifting rent group moved up (or down reminded me of my teen years
moods of guitar and oil slick rather) to a basement in Stock when my best friend and exskidding voice of Turner are holm, before traveling to Chicago boyfriend lied to me about not
enough to make you feel like to record with Brad Wood. The using drugs like I was too stu
you are on drugs even when you group claims Chicago's windy pid not to know they were on
aren't. The lyrics are just as de winters makeSweden seem warm them! Duh, gee, no- You mean
lirious, and you can spend an in comparison.
you always run into walls and
entire evening just trying to fig
Their soundtrack starts out fall asleep in your own vomit
ure out wh at they really mean. tame with Crying at Airports, without help from narcotics...
Take for instance in the song which turns into a rap version of
The song Puma Gym is al
One Hit Downer.
itself and ends in so many dron most funny and has the closest
I couldn't believe how empty your ing repetitions of "inside out" thing to a sing-a-long beat as
eyes wer e for somebody s o con that you are almost happy to hear any of the CD's songs. This
cerned with my soul.
it end. The next cut, Deliver the band is likely to become a hit
Die rush of the na ked sellout har Juice starts out much the same with the young to middle aged
mony, the first to be the fat society as the first cut, then switches to crowd, but Turner's voice is
cat, the sucker
an odd tune that seems to come often drowned out by t he mu
Read between the minds , imagine out of an old monster movie, sic, and herslurring lyrics make
yourself through the lines
followed by a slurred soundtrack it nearly impossible to under
Don't get stuck trying, mindf_ _ k, that makes you think there is stand her without reading
handout, free ride, candy coated something wrong with your CD along. It's sort of like talking
wet dream, one hit downer....
player. It can be annoying or to someone who speaks low on
Situation blue comedy. Space Ca cool depending on your outlook. the phone: somewhat annoying
det. Cerebral Junkie. Jonesin' the Then comes the monster tones even though you are enjoying
jackpot switch job. The choice is again, the slurred speech and a the conversation.
yours. You decide. I give up. I have rather well played guitar trio,
To learn more about the
tried.
interrupted by hints of what is band Whale, contact them at
to come; with the slide of the www.gowhale.com.
If you are an English major, you electric guitar touching briefly
ought to take this CD to class. on the nerves of those against the
Turner makes Byron seem insanity of hard rock.
Again, in their fourth track,
passe'. But then again...
Smoke
,Whale begins to wail
Also o ut on CD from Vir
toward
the
end like a hard rock
gin Records is Whale's All Disco
The tallest species of dogs is
band,
but
it
isn't until Losing
Dance Must end in Broken
the
Irish wo lfhound; a wolfhound
Bones. The CD was recorded Control that the band really does
The prison known as the Bastille, which figured so prominently in which grows to be about 32 inch
last year in Chicago and Lon- lose control and begin to sound the French Revolution, was originally built as a home for the king.
es high at the shoulders.
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Help Me, Harlan

days. I desperately want to go feelings until at least their junior lege experience. And don't hesi
year. That doesn't mean they don't tate to talk to a counselor at school.
home!
I'm my dad's only daughter and feel lonely, it's actually because In most c ases, it's even part of
lutely necessary.
By Harlan Cohen
your tuition. There are people who
Well, now it's the second para he misses me as much as I miss most students don't learn the are waiting to help you help your
words
incessant
and
rampant
un
1) Young Love's Wedding graph and I'm running out of him and everything else at home.
self make you happy.
space. Soon, I'll have no choice, My roommate and friends want til at least their junior year.
Wish Falls on Deaf Ears
This is your time to shine, so
Honestly,
everyone
gets
lonely.
me
to
go
out
partying
with
them,
but to answer . Just try to under
Dear Harlan,
start
glowing.
It's just no one ever tells you this
I've been dating my 20-year-old stand, this whole marria ge thing but that's just not my scene. I didn't
party much in high school and don't before you go away to school.
boyfriend for three-and-a-half years can be very intimidating.
want to spend my firs t year away These feelings are totally normal. *Harlan is not a licensed psy
As
an
objective
observer,
you're
now 0 am19 years old). He tells me
Now, there are two ways to handle chologist, therapist or physician,
that he loves me and will never leave only 19 years old and he's only 20. from home drunk and hugging the
but he is a licensed driver.
the situation:
toilet
every
Friday
night
me, but every time I bring up mar Of course, it's only natural to want
The
first
approach
is
the
easiest.
Write
Help Me Harlan via eThe
fact
that
my
boyfriend/
riage he quickly changes the subject to talk about the future, but it's only
This is the one where you go to mail at harlan@helpmeharlan.
soon-to-be-husband
is
in
the
Air
also
natural
for
him
to
be
a
little
un
or just ignores me.
classes, stay in your room and
Once, I was looking through a easy about getting married so young. Force some 800 miles away does obsess over everything. It's easy com or through the Webat http:/
not
make
this
any*easier.
He
has
jewelry ad and showed him an It's one thing to casually mention
to isolate yourself from the world /www.helpmeharlan.com. Send
engagement ring that I liked and marriage, but it's ver y diff erent to been my BEST friend for like four
letters c/o Help Me Harlan, 25.06
he just nodded and changed the illustrate your point with a diamond years and I could always go to him and be completely sad.
N. Clark, Suite #223, Chicago,
The
other
approach
takes
a
lot
subject. Finally, I asked him what jubilee celebration circular from the with problems. He would always
more
effort,
but
it's
so
m
uch
more
IL
60614. All letters submitted be
make it okay.
was going on and he said that he Sunday paper.
rewarding.
This
is
the
one
where
My
roommate
(who's
single)
come the property of the column.
was scared to get married. I'm not He said he's scared and he said
you make the m ost of your col
asking for a ring right this minute, he loves you, so try and respect says we're co-dependent and if I
lege experience by taking the time
but it would be nice to have some his feelings. There's nothing don't party now I will want to
to become your own person. You
party
after
I
get
older
and
will
end
wrong
with
asking
him
about
the
reassurance about the future. Isn't
future, but pushing too hard may up divorced and alone. I don't may miss the things you love at
this what normal couples do?
home, but you can still make friends
After almost four years, I think only push him away. Enjoy each think that's true, but it still both
and
make new discoveries.
ers
me.
that I have a right to know where day. If he can't commitin a couple
This
is your time in your life to
I
want
to
stop
this
rampant
and
years,
he
will
have
to
commit
to
he thinks this relationship is head
do
for
you.
Take this amazing op
incessant
homesickness
so
I
can
couple's
co
unseling.
ing. Now, when I bring up things
portunity
and
discover your pas
having to do with marriage, he In the meantime, he said he loves get on with my college career and
sion.
Force
yourself
to get out and
be
a
l
o
ving
and
dedicated
wife
to
gets mad at me and ignores me. you and will never leave you. So,
get
involved
in
clubs,
activities,
my
boyfriend.
Help
me
figure
out
I say you trust him.
What should I do?
student
organizations,
music,
art,
how
to
deal
with
all
of
this
because
Worried and concerned
volunteer work, anything and
it's
really
overwhelming
me
fast!
2)
Freshman's
first
semester
is
Dear Concerned,
everything.
Missing a lot
I would love to answer your let a long horrible experience
Your dad and your boyfriend
ter, but as a single guy, I too must Dear Harlan,
love
you and want you to be
"Well there you are! You
Dear
Missing,
ignore your letter regarding mar I'm writing to you with a weird
happy. So make yourself happy
Most
people
don'
t
feel
inces
gave me quite a scare!"
problem.
I
am
a
freshman
in
col
riage. I know yo u're in need of
and
m ake the m ost of your col
sant,
rampant
and
overwhelming
lege
and
have
only
been
here
three
help, but I must delay until abso

Enter the Georgia International and Maritime Trade Center Web Site Design
OVERVIEW: The Georgia International and Maritime Trade Center Authority would like to sponsor a scholarship competition for
creation of the new Savannah International Trade and Convention Center Web Site.
TIME FRAME: Full time students of any accredited college or university in Chatham County are invited to participate. The winner
will receive a $2,500 check for tuition payable to the college or university of their choice.
The competition will begin October 1,1998. All student entries must be received by December 1st. The web site will be launched no
later than December 31, 1998.

THE JUDGES All student entries will be reviewed by a selection Committee Finalists will be asked to make a presentation before a panel^
of six judges comprised of members of the Authority, Trade C^jer, and a ||)reseft|ativgTf(|n^ach participating University.

* Armstrong Atlantic State University
* Savannah College of Art and Design
* Savannah State University
CRITERIA: Web sites will be judged and awarded a mjDrimum of 10
* Design and creativity
* Clarity of information
* Effectiveness and consistency of design on multi-platforms
* Speed in downloading site
* Ease in navigating site
* Ease in maintaining site
THE AWARD: The stude:
beginning of the next scho-

le highest over;

For more information, conteefjatheF"your~Acade
Heads will be receiving in^Siatioirt«^^^
"aSL-Hk
'W fcw***—^|»

•scholarship.

will be presented
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Over the River and Through the
Woods: AASU's Cross Country Team

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

ATLANTIC FEATURE C 1997 MARK PARISI
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By David Bowman

finisher with a racetime of 18:49.
One of Armstrong's top fe
The Armstrong cross coun
male runners is NikkiGarland. Of
try team has done extremely
course, most people could prob
well through the first five meets
ably have guessed by reading the
of t he season, with the women
results. Her consistent running at
ranked 4th in the South East
the top has helped Armstrong
Region and the men ranked 5th.
place high in their meets all sea
In the Peach Belt conference
son. But her strong running here
Armstrong is ranked 3rd. They
is nosurprise, consideringthat she
are coached by Greg Wimer and
holds six high school records in
his assistant Julie Long.
her school anda gooddeal of track
The team runs through
records from schools that she
woods, grass, parks, and golf
raced against. She holds theArm
courses during meets. This is
strong record for the 5K with a
where the name cross-country
time of 18:43. When asked about
comes from. For practice the
her racestrategy she attributesher
Cross Country Coach Greg Weimer
team runs through the park right
success to God, saying that her
by Armstrong and through sur Crenshaw led thePirate men with running is a "God given talent".
rounding neighborhoods. They a time of 21:49. At the Winthrop One of the men's top runners is
have had to reroute their normal Invitational Arm-strong's men Robert Crenshaw. He started run
practice courses due to the con took second (67) and the women ning longdistance inthe 8thgrade
struction of a new road through matched them by also taking sec and has decided that he wants to
the woods.
ond place (84). The women were teach early education and coach
high school cross-country and
The team has completed led by Nikki Garland.
track.
His favorite racestrategy is
what could be called the "regu
The team then travelled to
lar season" and will be going to South Carolina for the USCS In to run with the back of the pack
Jacksonville to compete in the vitational where the men took for a couple minutes and then
PBAC championships. Then, on third (94) and the women second catch up with the leaders around
November 7 in Atlanta, they will (83). At the Citadel Challenge the
run in the NCAA Division II men took second (49) and the
South East Region tournament. women crashed their competition
In their first meet of the sea with a score of 29 (14 away from
son, at UNC Pembroke against perfect) to take first place! Nikki
all comers, the men placed five Garland was the top finisher for all
runners in the top fifteen to cap women and Robert Crenshaw came
ture first place with 59 points. in fifth to lead the Armstrong men.
Their latest meet (October10)
The women took third place
at
the
Georgia Southern Invite at
with 81 points. (Teams get scored
by adding the finishing places of Statesboro the men placed fifth
the top five runners. A perfect and the women took second.
score would be a 15). Robert Nikki Garland was the top female Team practices along AASU trails

HEX £ET ME
IN, ALREADY!
^I^g^coM

^ OVER 2,000 ROSS ALUMIUMECURRENTl
RESIDENCIES OR PRIVATE PRACTICE
IN THE UNITED STATES

S C H O O L OF MEDICINE
Graduates licensed and practicing In the US.
Clinical affltadons with hospltait In th e U.S.
US Med Ucent'g Exam (USMLE) pa ts rate for 10/97 exam approx 92% for 1st time test takers.
Approved to Conduct Clinical Clerkships In NY & N J.
Medical Ed Program Approved By CA
Financial Aid Available For Those Who Qualify

WEB SITE: www.rassmed.edu Email: admissioiis@rassmed.edu

WYOMING CAMPUS

MASTER S OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Six semester, entry level, post-baccalaureate
FOR SCH OOL Of MWKJKI
professional program
PUMB TO
Designed to meet CAPTE accreditation criteria
OPOIM Iff*
Clinical affiliations with hospitals In the U.S.
Financial Aid Eligibility Not Determined For P.T. or Wyoming Programs

S C H O O L O F VETERINARYMEDI CINE
Traditional United States Veterinary school curriculum
Rots University Veterinary School faculty have OVM or Ph.D
Clinical affiliations w ith U.S. Veterinary Schools
Low student-faculty ratio
Financial Aid Available For Those Who Qualify
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vou can OBTAIN OUR SCHOOL CATALOGS AND
OUR UIDEO ON THE INTERNET!

ROSS UNIVERSITY

T 460
4 West 34th Street, New York, NY 10001
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•SMART, LOW-COST BIRTH
CONTROL OPTIONS

44-B Lee Blvd.,
912/351-0116
Across from Wachovia Bank

•Emergency contraception

By Appointment

•Affordable, confidential testing for pregnancy

Condom offer good through 12/31/98
Limit one coupon p er customer

•Testing & treatment for sexually-transmitted
diseases for men and women
•Well-woman gynecological and breast exams

©Planned Parenthood
•Supportive counseling & ReEerral Service

AASU's 1998 Cross Country Team Members and Coaches

T

WEB SITE: www.rassvet.edu Email: admisslons@Kissvet.edu

Your Healthcare Professionals

1

Come in for care,
or cadi with your
questions. You'll be
glad you took control
of yo ur sexual health.
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Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Pleasure outings and travel are
favored now. You'll have luck in
dealings with educators and publish
ers, but you may fe el that one person
has no right to intrude into your
affairs.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You have some good luck going for
you this week. Don't spoil it by
becoming arrogant or demanding.
Career developments are a plus, but
keep a check on your ego.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Despite the fact that one friend may
be difficult to get along with, there is
more goo d than bad in store for you
now. Overall, relations with others
flourish.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Financial developments this week are
positive, but you m ay have some dif
ficulty in finding the right words to
make yourself clear to others. Don't
let a resentment take hold over the
weekend.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) A fam
ily member could be in a quarrelsome
mood. Good news comes from a dis
tance and dealings with agents are
favored this week. You might be con
sidering a trip for the weekend.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) The career break you've been
waiting for could come this week.
Financial prospects improve now, but
you're tempted to overspend in your
search for good times.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Happiness comes through a
friendship this week. A group activity
should be a lot of fun. Impatience
could undermine efficiency on the
job. Watch temperament.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) You'll want to spend

some time with a pet hobby. Though
many of this week's family develop
ments are positive, a small quarrel
could appear out of nowhere.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Though this week
promises to bring you good times,
you need to guard against impulsive
spending when pleasure seeking. You
and a child may s ee a matter differendy.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) Luck is with you in
financial matters this week. Be alert
for a new career opening. Downplay
differences with a co-worker. A dis
play of moodiness works against you.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) Partnership interests are
happily highlighted. You'll be
pleased with how your relationship is
going. However, you need to be more
patient about a career concern.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Dealings with bankers and real
estate agents are favored this week.
Happy developments at home put you
in a joyful mood. Still, you could
have words with a friend about a
financial matter.

A PAIR OF PUMPKIN HEADS1 Two of the above
pumpkins are exactly alike. You have one minute
to pick them out.
b pub e siequmN

HAPPY
Halloween!
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1 String
instru
a
ment
5 Caprice
IS
9 "Casa
blanca"
pianist
12 Daven
it
port's
place
44
13 Cause of
56
Ninja
Turtle
44
mutation
14 Put to
work
15 Happyhour quaff
17 Fresh
44
18 Twilight
19 Gold46
finger?
21 Scrooge
H
24 Sushi
eater's
beverage
25 ChinaRussia
border
river
26 Did
30 Hosiery
shade
31 Meal for
Dracula
32 Altar
affirmative
33 Oscarnight prop
35 Radarscreen
spot
36 Help a
hood
37 Partonesque
38 Onions
and
daffodils
40 Entangle
ment
42 Not in the
pink
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43 Father of
modem
China
48 "All for ..."

49 Duel tool
50 Othello's
foe
51 Put into
words
52 Regimen
53 Year-end
potations
DOWN
1 Nobleman:
abbr.
2 Debtor's
letters
3 Confess,
with "up"
4 It has its
ups and
downs
5 Knocks
'em dead
6 Jam sound
7 Noun-to-
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28
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verb suffix
8 She hasn't
a leg to
stand on
9 Arizona
Slate
squad
10 Drifting,
maybe
11 Stable
environ
ment?
16 "_Town"
20 Adlai's
rival
21 Coup for
Deep Blue
22 Mrs.
David
Bowie
23 Schussers'
mecca
24 Old
woman's
home?
26 Greatly

46

27 Filch
28 Infuriate
the
author?
29 Befuddled
31 Sacro
sanct
34 Recede
35 Interfere
37 Feathery
accessory
38 Resumes
39 Arm bone
40 Dandling
locale
41 U.N. veto,
maybe
44 AP
counter
part
45 -- Paulo.
Brazil
46 53 Across
ingredient
47 Phone bk.
data
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13051 Abercorn Street * Savannah* Ga., 31419

F e a t u r i n g 1 8 P o o l T a b l e s , 3 D a r t B o a r ds ,
S n o o k e r & Full B a r +Deli!
Free Half-Hour o f Pool w i t h
Lunch P u r c h a s e Mo n d a y - S a t u r d a y !
1 1 : 0 0 a . m. - 1 : 0 0 a. m . M o n da y - Th u r s d a y
1 1 : 0 0 a . m. - 2 : 0 0 a .m . F r i d a y - Sa t u r d a y
1 : 0 0 p . m. - m i d n i g h t on S u nd a y
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W h a t ? D o n ' t t e l l me y ou we n t to c o l le g e
a n d d id n ' t l e ar n ho w t o p l a y p oo l ! !

T u e s d a y N i g h t i s C ol l e g e N i g h t !
Discount Pool and
$ 1 . 0 0 Dr a f t s UJith Ualid S t u d e n t I.D.

RHSU Coupon
for
Southside Billiard Cl ub
O n e H o u r o f P o o l Half P r i c e
Limit One P e r Pe r s o n Pe r llisit

